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Ear D

Dear CBARRC Members,
Happy 2012!!! Wow,…
Wow,…I can’t believe how quickly 2011 has flown by - what a fun year though! It’s
been great to see everyone at the fun days we’ve had throughout the year and catch up on how both
the
he people and the dogs are doing. This past November we held our biggest Fall Fun Day to date
with over 75 people and over 50 ridgebacks signed up! Once again, this year we also had a big
supported conformation show with a huge Ridgeback entry. With all the fun we had in 2011 we are
really looking forward to many more events in 2012!!!!
I would like to personally welcome Trent Prange as CBARRC's new President and Carrie Ellingson
as the new Vice President. Cari Messick and I will be stepping down from our current roles at the
end of 2011 after many years of service. The remaining officers and board members of the club will
be the same. We know that we are leaving the club in excellent hands and are excited about the
future of CBARRC. Along with the events that the new board has in store for you, CBARRC will
again be sponsoring the Old Dominion Kennel Club dog show next year. We will have plenty of
knowledgeable members on hand to explain conformation showing. Of course, we are also planning
our annual Falll Fun Day in Croom, MD. Please check back often on the Events section of our
website and stand by for more dates and details.
I’d also like to remind everyone that CBARRC events are open to members and non-members
non
alike.
With so many of us involved in Res
Rescue,
cue, breeding, and our local communities in general, you are
definitely encouraged to invite the people you meet who have Ridgebacks (whether they are
purebred or mixed) to visit the club at our Fun Days and other events.
Your feedback and suggestions are always welcome and we look forward to seeing you and your
dogs soon! Happy New Year, and here’s to a safe and happy 2012!

Steve Hoffman

Signing off as CBARRC President
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Upcoming Events
DOG SHOW

TYPE

CITY

SHOW

CLOSING

Maryland
Annapolis Kennel Club

AB

Carroll Kennel Club

AB/JSHW

West Friendship

01/20-21/2012

01/04

Annapolis Kennel Club

AB/JSHW

West Friendship

01/22/2012

01/04

Oriole Dog Training Club

AG

Timonium

01/27-29/2012

01/13

Maryland Kennel Club

AB/JSHW

Glen Burnie

02/18-19/2012

02/01

Salisbury Maryland Kennel Club

RLY

Salisbury

02/24-25/2012

02/08

Salisbury Maryland Kennel Club

O

Salisbury

02/25-26/2012

02/08

Maryland Sporting Dog Association

O/RLY

Bel Alton

03/02/2012

02/15

Maryland Sporting Dog Association

LB/O/JSHW/RLY

Bel Alton

03/03-04/2012

02/15

Dog Owner's Training Club Of Maryland

O/RLY

Beltsville

03/18/2012

02/29

Mason And Dixon Kennel Club

O/RLY

Boonsboro

03/31-04/01/2012

03/13

West Friendship

01/19/2012

01/04

Virginia
Northern Neck Kennel Club Of Virginia

AB

Star City Canine Training Club Of Roanoke

AG

Greater Fredericksburg Kennel Club

AB/O/JSHW/RLY

Dog Owners Training Club Of Lynchburg

AG

Chesapeake Kennel Club Of Maryland, Inc.
Sighthound Organization Of Tidewater

Fredericksburg

01/11-12/2012

12/28

Lexington

01/13/2012

12/30

Fredericksburg

01/13-15/2012

12/28

Lexington

01/14-15/2012

12/30

AB/JSHW

Fredericksburg

01/15/2012

12/28

LCTS

Williamsburg

01/22/2012

01/22

Middle Peninsula Kennel Club Of Virginia

CHBS

Doswell

01/27/2012

Pending

Potomac Hound Club

LB/SWPC

Doswell

01/27/2012

01/11

Middle Peninsula Kennel Club Of Virginia

AB/JSHW

Doswell

01/28/2012

01/11

Middle Peninsula Kennel Club Of Virginia

AB/JSHW

Doswell

01/29/2012

01/11

Tidewater Tracking Club Of Virginia

TR

Yorktown

02/05/2012

01/19

Merrimac Dog Training Club

AG

Hampton

02/11-12/2012

01/24

Star City Canine Training Club Of Roanoke

AG

Lexington

02/17-18/2012

02/01

Agility Club Of Chatham, Virginia

O

Chatham

02/18-19/2012

02/01

Star City Canine Training Club Of Roanoke

AG

Lexington

02/19/2012

02/01

Charlottesville-albemarle Kennel Club, Inc.

AG

Charlottesville

03/03-04/2012

02/15

Blue Ridge Dog Training Club

AG

Winchester

03/09-11/2012

02/22

Danville Kennel Club, Inc.

AG

Chatham

03/16-18/2012

02/28

Hampton Roads Obedience Training Club

AG

Chesapeake

03/17-18/2012

03/02

West Virginia
Beckley West Virginia Kennel Club

AB/O/JSHW/RLY

Lewisburg

04/26, 29/2012

04/11

Magic Valley Kennel Club, Inc.

AB/O/JSHW/RLY

Lewisburg

04/27-28/2012

04/11

Mountaineer Kennel Club, Inc.

AG

Morgantown

04/14-15/2012

03/28

Key Code for Events
AG - Agility
JSHW - Junior Showmanship
RLY - Rally
AB - All Breed

TX - Tracking Excellent
O - Obedience
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TR - Tracking
VST - Variable Surface Tracking
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Rights to Brag
On September 22, 2011 Tara-ridge Living Out Loud, was Winners Bitch, Best of Opposite for 1
point at Moore County Kennel Club. Lola was 6 months old and is owned by Candace Gartland.

CBARRC Member Profile:

Elin Lehrmann
& Mike Blondell Towson, Maryland

1. What dogs are currently in your household?
ZiZula (Lewanika Ghaniyah (“pretty girl”), Tusani Big Ben x Lewanika Dumisani a.k.a. “Sammy”), is both
our only dog and first RR, who came to us - all the way from Kennel Lewanika in Denmark - at nine weeks of
age in August 2010.

2. When did you get your first Ridgeback? And
what made you decide on one?
Elin has known the Lewanika foundation dog Yankee
(Witches LeCreme’s Trick, bred by Ann Garbarino,
Canada and Bill Sahloff & Mike Szabo, USA) and
bitch Puuma (Ikimba Puuma, bred by Marianne
Gellin, Finland) from their earliest days. Over the
years, we both came to know and love their
individual personalities, and felt the heartache when
they crossed over the rainbow bridge. We were
looking to add a Ridgeback into our lives for what
seemed forever, but long work hours and older
Abyssinian cats made it difficult to justify doing so.
Only when our work schedules became more flexible
did we start the process of looking for a rescue
through local shelters and RR rescue organizations.
Long story short: a litter of 12 Ridgeback puppies
were born two weeks prior to our visit with friends in Denmark. We were very clear, or at least so we tried to
convince each other, that when there were so many rescues in need of a good home in the US, we would not
to succumb to all the puppy cuteness and bring one home – and (the saving grace): they were also way to
young…. Upon returning to our home, we became increasingly addicted to following the regularly chronicled
antics and growth of the puppies via web-postings. Eventually, we came to the conclusion that not only did it
make sense to get a Sammy-puppy (more on that below), but that we would probably regret it for a long time
if we didn’t at least talk to our breeder friend Helle about the possibility…. And so, ZiZula arrived in her new
home a few weeks later, unfazed after a daylong trip in cars and planes, and went right to work securing the
premises from an equally newly resident lion.

3. What is your profession and what do you enjoy doing outside of the “world of dogs”?
Elin is a scientist at the NIH, and Mike is a physical therapist. We relax from our jobs by activities such as
cooking, gardening, walking, reading and traveling. There is always, it seems, no lack of projects around our
home and garden. ZiZula has happily adopted our lifestyle, and willingly lends a paw, although we rarely
agree on the exact location and size of the holes, and is always ready to test food and clean plates in the
kitchen.
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4. Favorite activity with your dog(s)?
Lure-coursing and straight racing compete with walks in our neighborhood and snuggling up on the sofa with
an undercover Ridgie. ZiZula has always had a high prey drive, and when first introduced to the world of
escaping white plastic bags at the 2010 CBARRC Fall Fun Day, it was clear that chasing the lure was hardwired. At that event, we met Bonnie Louden of Turoka Ridgebacks, who later recognized us at obedience
training in early 2011 and suggested we come out to Hanover, PA for a puppy run…. Thankfully, our lack of
equipment and understanding was negated by the kindness and help we received from the more seasoned
coursers. There is a strong lure coursing and racing community for hounds in this region, and we are hoping
that many more Ridgebacks will bring their people out to enjoy the fresh air and the resulting completely and
happily tired out Ridgies.

Bonnie Louden lending Elin (front) a hand and
slip collar to get ZiZula ready for a puppy run at
our “home-field”

ZiZula straight racing at the Wedge - almost
airborne (Photo courtesy of Christina Hayes)

Mike catching ZiZula, SC, HIC - “must get bunny !”.
Thanksgiving week-end LC, Hanover, PA, Nov. 2011

Berry, Lucy, ZiZula and Teaka hanging out after the
race (Photo courtesy of Christina Hayes)
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5. Any memorable or funny story about you and your dog(s) you would like to share?
We would like to share one story that encapsulates how some Ridgebacks capture our hearts for life and bring
out the best in us. Elin first encountered Ridgebacks when her parents lived in Swaziland and later while
visiting good friends (a.k.a. The Lewanika Gang) near the Kalahari Sands in Zambia. While intrigued, it was
not until back in Denmark, when Elin met Kennel Lewanika’s first bitch Fufu (Sarula Fufuru (“Butterfly”)
from Harare, Zimbabwe), that it was outright love. Fufu was strong in all manners of ways, and when she
knew and trusted you it was for life. She was also the complete Ridgeback-experience, and taught us all, as
Helle puts it, that “repetitive obedience or anything else creates total deafness in Ridgebacks and a listless,
bored gait”. Tragicallly, Fufu was killed by a drunk driver in July 1998, just a day after her first litter had left
home. Ann Garbarino came to Helle’s rescue a few months later with Yankee (Witches LeCremes Trick, bred
by Ann Garbarino, Canada and Bill Sahloff & Mike Szabo, USA), the Lewanika foundation dog. In August
2010, Helle was able to return that incredible favor by sending Yankee’s granddaughter and ZiZula’s
littermate, Lewanika G’Roux (“Rooi”) to Ann. To this day, I (Elin) am reminded of Fufu, both in the trust
that ZiZula has in us, and in the “deafness and listless, bored gait” that she occasionally displays with
obedience and conformation classes (instantaneously cured with food), we both recognize Yankee and
Sammy in her movements, and Grandma Puuma in her happy tail-wagging.

6. Do you attend CBARRC events and what do you enjoy about CBARRC?
Not having a local breeder to turn to for guidance on area activities and finding other RR owners, we have had
the good fortune of meeting knowledgeable and helpful RR people through CBARRC events. We have
attended the two most recent CBARRC Fall Fun Days, and the Herding Instinct Test Day in April 2011,
which were a great way to meet the RR community outside of the show ring and coursing/racing/obedience
field.

7. Is there anything new or different that you would like to see CBARRC offer?
We would encourage bringing back a Spring Fun Day in some form, since the Fall Fun Day conflicts with
important conformation and lure coursing events, which some CBARRC members are busy attending to stay
successful. We also hope that activities, such as the Herding Instinct Certification test and Canine Good
Citizen certification (Thanks to Cari Messick for all her work organizing and running those events), will
return. Other events, such as introductions to nosework, agility, rally, flyball etc. , would provide CBARRC
members the opportunity to test their dogs (and their own) interest in an activity among RR, and possibly
meet someone that could provide answers to all the “not stupid” questions a novice may have.

ZiZula (front) and DC Lucy Prange waiting their turn
for a Herding Instinct Certification test in April 2011.

ZuZu indulging in her favorite hobby: lure-shredding
CBARRC Fall Fun Day, November 2011.
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8. Anything else you would like to add or share?
We had a large tree partially uproot and take out a deer fence after a huge storm in August 2011. A day after
the tree was removed, an opening in the fence allowed a big doe to jump into and get trapped in a corner by a
very excited ZiZula. The doe jumped and broke a seam up high. Fortunately, ZiZula could not follow, and
with only a little temporary lameness and a cut on her knee, we felt really lucky and finished all repairs
immediately. It does not take much, so please keep your beloved pets safe !.

Snowballs - good for eye-mouth coordination!

Christmoose - Puppy class graduation 2010

Happy
Holidays !
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"Fall Fun day Lure Coursing": The exciting canine sport for running and
chasing-dog and human fanatics
Imagine for just a few minutes, you are a dog, a Rhodesian Ridgeback, with a blood of a brave hunter gushing
through your veins, the desire to protect and serve your master, the desire to hunt stronger than the desire to
breath. You are out on the bushveld and your master gives you the command that the hunt is about to begin
and wild game is close. Let yourself feel the anticipation of that initial sighting and the blast of adrenalin as
you take off and tear up the ground between you and your prey. Your front feet and your rear feet meet under
your body as you coil tightly before exploding into full stride. As you hit top speed, your stride lengthens,
enabling you to run 30-plus miles per hour. There is nothing you would rather be doing. The world outside
your chase ceases to exist. You are in your element. The wild creature in you comes out. This is lure
coursing.
A Rhodesian Ridgeback before and after a hunt in
Africa.
You don’t need to be a Rhodesian to experience the
thrills of a good chase, but if you are, you are built
for speed off the start line, resilience to overheating,
and a reluctance to give up the chase. Our 2011 fun
day brought out a Saluki, a beautiful pit bull who was a match and fit
and kept up with the lure (Well done!) and a sheep protector, a Great
Pyrenees. No matter what breed all dogs enjoyed themselves.
Regardless of your size and structure, if you like to chase things that
move, you’ll love lure coursing.
The game
The lure is a plastic bag. It is tied to a line that is wound around a
number of pulleys. The pulleys are motorized by starter motors and
batteries. The operator of the pulley makes sure that the lure moves fast
enough ahead of the dog to incite chase, but not too fast so the beginner dog can’t see it and stay motivated to
chase. In competition lure coursing, pulley speeds of up to 40 miles per hour are used. Those dogs can run!
Often standing on a ladder, to afford a good view of the entire course, the lure operator moves the line with
the lure into place ahead of the start line. Dogs are held at the start line, many of them straining, yelping, and
barking to be let go. My Rhodesian, Nduna never made a sound, every part of his body trembled and his focus
was that of a skilled hunter. As the pulley whips the lure ahead, the dogs are released for the chase.
In competition lure coursing, the “course” can cover several hundred yards, and the lure takes several sharp
turns to simulate the changes of direction prey might take.

History
Sport with sighthounds is one of the most ancient, and the breeds used are amongst the earliest recorded.
Certainly coursing with hounds goes back at least as far as the days of the Egyptian Pharaohs. Even in
Britain references to the sport frequently appear in medieval writings. Such was its importance that much of
life in the countryside was governed by the pursuit of game by hounds and dogs.
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The Forest Laws of King Canute prohibited anyone under the degree of 'gentleman' from keeping
greyhounds. The Laws of Hywel Dda (who died in 948) show that, of all the King's hunting dogs, the
Greyhound was second only to the Staghound - with a worth of six score pence when skilled.
By Elizabethan times, virtually any animal that moved was coursed or hunted by some type of dog or hound.
It is recorded that in 1591 Queen Elizabeth I witnessed from a turret at Cowdray Park 16 bucks pulled down
by Greyhounds upon the lawn one day after dinner.
In these early writings it is difficult to be certain that the authors were always referring to the Greyhound as
we know it. Some are known to have been referring to a 'grey-coloured hound', so some of these early dogs
may well have been of Deerhound or Irish Wolfhound types.
The first official coursing meeting was held at Swafmam, Nolfolk in 1776. It was left to Lord Orford and the
Earl of Sefton to establish the sport and lift the Greyhound, as we know it, to a position of much prominence.
Orford always kept a kennel in excess of 100 dogs and it was on Sefton's estates at Altcar that the Waterloo
Cup was first (and still is) run. At one time it was THE race of the most important sport, more important even
than the horse Derby.
The first ever attempt at racing was on the 10 September 1816, in a field behind the Welsh Harp Public
House at Hendon in London. A Greyhound called Channg Nell won over a 400 yards straight run behind a
hand-pulled hare.
The sport at that time received little recognition and it was left to O P Smith in Oklahoma State, USA to
establish it. In about 1924 he patented a mechanical hare; this became an extension to Sunday afternoon
coursing, which he held on his property. The first ever licensed racing dog was a Greyhound called White
Gold.
Bngadier General A C Crickley heard of this new sport in America and appreciated its potential and started
racing here. He held the first race at Belle Vue, Manchester on 24th July 1926, which was won by a dog
called Mistley. This time the sport exploded, racing stadiums sprung up everywhere and 330,000 people paid
for admission in the first 11 weeks at Manchester.
The post war years in this country have seen the sports of both coursing and racing extend to a number of
breeds other than the Greyhound. The Whippet, of course, had for years been a popular racing dog,
particularly with working class communities but Afghan racing, coursing with Deerhounds, Salukis and other
breeds now all have a very strong following.
The latest addition to sport with sighthounds is lure coursing. As with racing, it was in America that it first
became established. It started some 40 odd years ago when Lyle Gillette, breeder, with his wife, of Salukis
and Borzois, freed two of his Champion Borzoi bitches on the summit of Pacheco Pass, overlooking the San
Joaquin Valley in California. They flushed a hare and hesitatingly went after it and he was, from then on,
hooked on coursing.
With other Borzoi owners, they founded what became known as the Pacheco Hunt, which was eventually
extended to include other breeds of sighthounds. As time went on he became disillusioned with the excessive
enthusiasm of some competitors. They would slip hounds too near wire fences, or other obstacles, to the
extent that hounds were being injured unnecessarily.
Gillette eventually separated himself from open held coursing and set about trying to work out a system
whereby sighthounds could be coursed more safely. A pulley system that would create a mechanical lure and
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not have to go in a straight line was his aim. With stationary pulley blocks, lengths of clothes line, bronze
axles and a hand-powered wheel, he had worked out a system for pulling a lure at up to 50 miles per hour.
One evening he set it all up on his front lawn and it worked, the lure went back and forth across the lawn and
lure coursing was born. He 'sold' the idea to the Mission Trail Borzoi Club, who took it up, travelled all over
America and Canada promoting it and some 18 months later the American Sighthound Field Association was
formed.
Lure coursing is perhaps an extension to both racing and coursing, the uncertainty of turns and bends as in
coursing and the pursuit of an imaginary hare as in racing. It is also perhaps to some extent a progression on
from the early training method for racing Greyhounds, with a bicycle wheel upside down, and a line and rag
attached.
Gillette's system of the drag lure on an open line, wound up around the course from one point to another, has
been used by many individuals’ and organisations worldwide. The continuous loop Lure was first used in
1972, again in America and in that year was used at five venues which saw 150 hounds running.
Lure coursing spread to Europe where it is popular in the Low Countries and to Britain, becoming here in the
late '80s, with the continuous loop system being the most popular. Some individual breeds still run using the
drag method.
John Stears met the American, Aatis Lillstrom when he was over to judge Borzoi at the Welsh Kennel Club in
1986. Lillstrom was a great support of lure coursing in the States and John became enthusiastic and excited
about what he was hearing. He interested other people and was eventually asked by the Borzoi Club if he
could going on some sort of organised basis. For the first two years meets were confined to Borzoi.
(British Sighthound Field Association- www.lurecoursing.org.uk/lurecoursing/history.html)

Lure coursers’ attributes
Lure coursing is a demanding sport. The course, whether it is for competition or recreation, requires dogs to
turn abruptly and sharply. This can put a lot of pressure on a dog’s knees – especially dogs who are, let’s say,
pleasantly plump. The more fit a dog is, the less pressure is placed on joints. Some dogs with short noses (the
bracycephalic breeds such as pugs, French bulldogs, etc.) must be watched for overheating in hot weather.
Dogs can slip and fall when they are not accustomed to the sharp turns and how to navigate them.
That said, if your dog drives you nuts chasing squirrels and other fast-moving animals, he will probably enjoy
this sport. There are other dogs who just don’t get what all the hubbub is about.

Handler attributes
I read somewhere that this sport does not require a lot of physical activity from handlers. This being my
significant other’s first time, he left with blisters on his hands and he is sure one arm longer than the other.
Several other members were covered in leaves and mud probably a little sore from the “drag” that is being
dragged and dropped as each dog tries to get to chase the lure. The start-line set up requires you to be able to
hold back your dog from breaking away early so this can place some wear and tear on aging backs. In
addition, you may have to dart around a bit to get your dog back on leash at the finish, but this is a sport that
does not put undue physical stress on handlers. It is indeed true not the handlers that have stress, but other
dog owners who have to keep their dogs at bay so dogs could have their run. (The first thing we saw when
we arrived was a guy being dragged to the ground by his dog, doing a quick roll and getting up. I said, you get
faster at the get up as you have lots of practice.)
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Freedom Rings
Our dogs have so much to be thankful for. I was reading an article sent to me by a fellow facebooker about
dogs in Ukraine. For the love of soccer - European football, dogs are being killed. Street dogs, stray dogs are
caught, beaten and burnt alive as Ukraine is hosting next year’s world cup football. The picture that made the
most impact on me, tore what little strength I had inside to be able to turn my head away and say it doesn’t
affect me or I can only do so much or just get a hard cold heart, was a mother dog was killed and her puppies
were still drinking off her. It is an image that burnt its self in me and for me this year, I am thankful that I can
give my dogs FREEDOM.
My significant other and I took our
dogs to Pennsylvania to his family’s
estate that consists of several
hundred acres and let them run and
enjoy the open fields, woods, and
warmth. Each night they were fed
until their bellies were full, then each
curled up on their own couch.
Something I enjoy watching is the anticipation my dogs show when
getting ready for a trip.
We packed up the car, and got all three dogs situated in the back,
and headed out on our 5 plus hour trip. They slept, they watched
other cars, came up and stood looking over the folded up seats – not
a grump between them. We stopped in Western Maryland at our
“halfway mark”, let them out
to stretch their legs and go to
the bathroom. After about 10
minutes, we continued on
our trip.
When we got within 15 miles of our destination, all three dogs became
vocal, and began the call of the wild. They howled and whined, and
then anxiety set in, their bodies began to tremble and the drool started
gushing. When we reached the driveway, I decided to walk up to the
house with the three. Opened the car door and squeals of joy could be heard probably all over the valley.
The two Rhodesians ran, rolled about, played, the other because of his breed stayed on the leash. Even
though he had to be on leash, his eyes filled with joy and
excitement and ran about as far as his 15 foot leash
would allow him. Walking up the drive way is a feat on
its own, a little over ¾ mile driveway and up hill. The
Rhodesian’s made it look like a movie that was on fast
forward, running back and forth several times, with
several quick darts into the woods to chase a squirrel or
inspect some sudden movement - me huffing and puffing
behind them with only one walk up.
To see a Ridgeback in full motion and having fun or
totally worn out from several hours of play with their
bellies full, is a beautiful sight and a wonderful thought of FREEDOM!
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Rescuing Dogs, Transforming Lives
When a soldier returns home with significant life-altering wounds, it is the duty of all concerned Americans to
help them rejoin the lives they left behind however possible.
When I worked for a now closed department of the Department of Defense, and young military men and
women would return from the war to heal and try to carry on with their lives, the amount of pain in their eyes
and wounds their bodies showed was gaunt. Metal pins sticking out of places that even during war time in
Rhodesian were unimaginable. When you see the same wounded men or women catch sight of a dog, the
look on their faces is a breath of fresh air. When you see broken children with broken hearts, minds or have
lost the joy in life catch sight of a dog - the look on their faces brings a great feeling to the heart.

Rhodesian Ridgeback Wins Prestigious American Canine Excellence Award
The American Kennel Club bestows many awards to dogs, among them is the prestigious American Canine
Excellence (ACE) award. Along with Surf Dog Ricochet, last year’s winner was Wyatt, a 2 year-old
Rhodesian Ridgeback, who works as a service dog with his owner/handler, Janice Wolfe.
The American Kennel Club started recognizing the extraordinary way in which dogs meaningfully contribute
to human lives with the ACE award in 1999. This award is given to AKC-registered dogs that have performed
an exemplary act that has significantly impacted a community or individual. One award is given for each of
the five categories: law enforcement; search and rescue; therapy; service; and exemplary companion dog.
Wolfe told USA Today, “I have people say to me,
‘It’s one thing to win Best in Show at Westminster,
but it’s another to win an ACE award. He is the
youngest dog to ever win the award.” Wolfe is the
founder of Merlin’s Kids, a non-profit organization
that provides free service dogs to veterans as well as
children with developmental disabilities, including
autism. Wyatt’s job is to accompany Janice on home
visits. While there, he “interprets” the needs of the
child and helps Wolfe determine whether a service
dog is a good fit based on their interaction with
Wyatt.
If she discovers that a service dog would be a great
assistance to the child, she goes to the shelter, picks out a dog, takes him home, and trains him. Wolfe then
delivers the dog to his new family, and she does it all with her own time and money, at no cost to the family.
“I go to a family’s home with Wyatt and watch how a child interacts with him,” Wolfe told USA Today. “He
understands children. It’s the coolest thing. He’s a natural.” It’s no coincidence that her partner is a
Rhodesian Ridgeback. Wolfe has been breeding Rhodesians for 23 years. But that’s not the only reason she
uses Rhodesians – they were bred to watch over children.
Because Rhodesians are fine-tuned to the needs of children, it’s no surprise that Wyatt has already helped
hundreds of children with developmental disabilities. One autistic child, Robbie McNaugthon, was terrified of
animals – even birds. When Wyatt first met Robbie, he became very upset, but Wyatt remained calm, refusing
to budge. This quality is why Wolfe chose Wyatt as her partner.“Almost from the moment he was born,
Wyatt seemed to have a unique affinity for disabled children, particularly those with autism,” said Wolfe,
according to NJ.com. Wyatt has a long career ahead of him as a service dog. And because of his work, he and
Wolfe will be able to provide children and veterans with the help they need through service dogs.

The Rhodesian Ridgeback is a multi-talented dog. They are truly the Navy Seals
of the dog world.
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Into The Mind Of A Dog
Some Scientists, dog communicators all say that dogs do not have the feelings we humans have. Feelings like
Jealousy, possessiveness, greed etc. When you talk to owners, they disagree whole heartedly. However,
writing this article and researching it on line, I came across many sites that agree dogs do have these feelings.
They experience anger, possessiveness, jealousy, selfishness and ownership. We know they feel pain and
sadness - they pine; they feel anger and lately I am sure hatred. These things may not be called sadness, anger
or hatred.
On the BBC News site an article about Jealousy in dogs –

JEALOUSY
Test reveals dogs' jealous side
Scientists in Austria say they have found a basic form of jealousy in dogs.
The Vienna-based researchers showed that dogs will stop doing a simple task when not rewarded if
another dog, which continues to be rewarded, is present.
Writing in the journal PNAS, the scientists say this shows a sensitivity in dogs that was only
previously found in primates.
The researchers now plan to extend their experiments to look at co-operative behaviour in wolves.
The experiment consisted of taking pairs of dogs and getting them to present a paw for a reward. On
giving this "handshake" the dogs received a piece of food.
One of the dogs was then asked to shake hands, but received no food. The other dog continued to get
the food when it was asked to perform the task.
Reward value
The dog without the reward quickly stopped doing the task, and showed signs of annoyance or stress
when its partner was rewarded.
To make sure that the experiment was really showing the interaction between the dogs rather than
just the frustration of not being rewarded, a similar experiment was conducted where the dogs
performed the task without the partner. Here they continued to present the paw for much longer.
Dr Frederike Range from the department of neurobiology and cognition research at the University of
Vienna, says this shows that it was the presence of the rewarded partner which was the greater
influence on their behaviour.
"The only difference is one gets food and the other doesn't, they are responding to being unequally
rewarded." she said.
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The researchers say this kind of behaviour, where one animal gets frustrated with what is happening
with another, has only been observed in primates before.
Studies with various types of monkeys and chimpanzees show they react not only to seeing their
partners receiving rewards when they are not, but also to the type of reward.
The dog study also looked at whether the type of reward made a difference. Dogs were given either
bread or sausage, but seemed to react equally to either. Dr Range says this may be because they have
been trained.
"It's through the fact they have to work for the reward, this confers it with a higher value," she said.
Evolution
The researchers say this behaviour, reacting to others receiving rewards, may represent an earlier
stage in the evolution of co-operative behaviours seen in human and primates.
"I think it's a precursor, simpler than in humans, it's a selfish behaviour, they don't react to seeing
others treated unfairly. With humans they react, say it's unfair, we can't see anything like that in the
dogs," said Dr Range.
The researchers say the type of behaviour exhibited in the experiment is probably due to the dog's
close association with humans. Dr Range says other animals need to be studied to really show how
animals naturally exhibit jealousies or cooperate.
"I'm sure that it's not something that evolved with the dogs, we will have to test it in wolves and
other cooperating species," she said.
Dr Range is currently rearing wolf cubs in order to perform similar experiments. She says the wolves
will be able to do the paw test, but that it is really the wrong experiment. She regards this as
something unnatural, that dogs are taught by their owners.
"They can give the paw, but it's not the right test. We must take the human out of the equation, then
we can compare directly wolves with dogs.
Considering this, when a new dog is brought in to the home, there will be squabbles and it all sums
up to feelings – i.e. Jealousy or something that resembles it. How about throwing a tantrum and
destroying the house when you leave them at home.

What do you think
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Removing Objects from Your Dog's Fur
Removing an unwanted element that may be hitching a ride on your dog's coat can be stressful, annoying and
uncomfortable for both of you. The severity of the problem may also increase depending on the coat type.
Oftentimes, we resort to the quickest or easiest solution, which is usually hacking off large chunks of fur and
hoping that it grows back promptly and properly. Before you decide to go all Edward Scissor hands, try the
following suggestions to save yourself some aggravation and your dog some embarrassment.

Gum:
If the gum is just stuck on the outside hairs or topcoat, you can apply ice
cubes to the area in order to freeze the gum. Once the gum is frozen, you can
break it into pieces and pull it out gently. If the gum has been pressed in
further, things get a little more complicated. A solvent will remove it very
well; make sure that it does not contain any chemicals that may be harmful,
and, to be safe, wash the area after the gum has been removed. Peanut butter
also works well on deep-seated gum. If the gum has become stuck between
the toes, it is best to just cut it out carefully and to keep the hairs trimmed to
avoid potential problems.

Burrs:
A lot of times burrs sit along the outside of the coat, holding on loosely; these can be
easily brushed out. At times, the culprits work their way deeper and become a
problem. If you take a seam ripper from a standard sewing kit, you can use it to pick
the hairs around the burr until it can be pulled out. As a preventative measure to keep
burrs from being a future problem, lightly spray the coat with dog mink oil to keep it
slick and slippery, allowing burrs to be easily brushed out.

Paint:
Water-soluble paints, such as latex,
should be washed out immediately using
warm, soapy water. Never use chemicals such as turpentine or
other paint thinners; also, do not let your dog attempt to chew it
out. Oil-based paints or motor oil can be removed by using
vegetable or mineral oil; this will take a considerable amount of
time, but is safe and effective. Once the paint has been removed,
apply flour to the area, allowing it to clump up, and then use a
wide-toothed comb to remove the accumulated oil/powder
mixture. Wash the coat when finished.

Skunk Spray:
Although skunk spray is different in the sense that it is not a
solid physical object, it is still something unpleasant that
should be removed. Tomato juice is a home remedy favorite
and the most common defense for a skunked dog. Another
easy-to-make concoction that will work is a combination of
one quart 3% Hydrogen Peroxide, ¼ cup baking soda, and
one teaspoon liquid dish soap or laundry detergent (these
ingredients have acidic properties and may cause eye
irritation, so work carefully around the face). Let the
neutralizing solution soak into the coat, then bathe normally.
(Dog.com)
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Winter Weather Pet Care
Much like humans, your four-legged friends need special care during the colder months. Winter Pet care is
not only essential for a healthy and happy dog; it is also your duty as a pet owner. As the temperature drops
and the snow starts to fall, make sure you know how to make the seasonal transition easier for your canine.

Limit Outdoors Exposure
Though your dog may love to play in the autumn leaves, when the temperature decreases so should the
amount of time he or she spends outside. Make it a point to monitor your dog while they are outside.
Shivering, lethargy, or whining means it is time to come inside

Provide Functional Winter Weather Gear
When you take your dog for a brisk winter walk, you bundle up in scarves, hats, and gloves. Your dog
deserves the same. Dog coats and dog boots can shield your dog from inclement weather and decrease the
chances of frostbite or even worse, hypothermia.

Immediately Towel Off After Outdoor Activities
Towel your dog off immediately after returning indoors after any time spent outside in cold wet weather. This
speeds up the return to a normal body temperature and removes any chemicals such as antifreeze or rock salt
that can irritate their skin, cause sickness, or become fatal if ingested. This is another great reason to invest
in quality outdoor pet gear like dog jackets and dog boots.

Supply Adequate Amounts of Food and Water
The colder weather can cause very active dogs to utilize more calories than normal. If you have a dog that is
particularly active be sure to provide an adequate amount of food to replenish used calories. Similarly, just
because the temperatures aren’t scorching doesn’t mean your dog can’t experience dehydration. Make sure
your pooch has an adequate amount of non-frozen water available.

Practice Regular Skin and Coat Care
Dog skin care and dog coat care is extremely important during the colder months. Cold and wet conditions
can dry and chap skin causing it to become irritated or even crack and bleed. Utilize a cream, rub or balm
meant to soothe weather-worn paw pads. Likewise, a healthy, well groomed coat will help keep warmth in
and cold out.

Monitor Health for Signs of Weather Related Illness or Injury
Sniffles and sneezes abound in the winter and your dog isn’t any different. Exposure to cold, wet weather can
make your dog more susceptible to illness. If you see any signs that would suggest health complications seek
the attention of a vet. Consider dog vitamins and dog supplements to keep your dog as healthy as possible into
and during the winter months.

Offer a Warm Place for Rest and Sleep Indoors
Even when inside, your dog can catch a chill which can cause discomfort or increase the likelihood of
weather-related health problems—this is especially true for puppies and senior dogs. Avoid this by offering
your dog blankets and making sure any area they frequent is adequately heated. If you have hardwood or tile
floors, consider investing in a heated dog bed to keep your pup warm, cozy, and off the floor. As you close
the windows, turn on the heat, and bring out the sweaters and scarves keep in mind that your four-legged
friend is also in need of some special winter weather care. A warm, dry and cozy dog will be a happy and
healthy dog! (dog.com)
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Choosing the Right Dog Bed
Why should your pet have a Dog Bed?
Everyone, including your dog, appreciates a good night's sleep. Your dog will enjoy a quality bed for all of
the same reasons we do. Quality beds provide warmth, support and a sense of security for your dog. When a
pet owner thinks about what products they will need for their dog, a quality dog bed should be near the top of
the list!

A few benefits of providing a quality bed for your dog:
Insulation: Quality dog beds provide your dog with insulation from both the heat of summer and the bitter
cold of winter and fall
Personal Space: A bed allows them to have their own space, a place where they can curl up and relax.
Cushion/Support: For older dogs and dogs with joint or bone problems. Quality beds are specifically
designed to relieve sore joints, bones and other problems caused by age, weight or joint
joint-related
related problems.
Shed & Dander Control: A bed can also aid in some all
allergy and dog clean-up
up relief, by providing a main
area for a majority of their shedding and/or dander to be contained. Most beds are reversible, providing your
dog with an additional laying surface, while increasing the time between washes and are incredibly
incredib easy to
clean; just wipe down with a wet cloth or hose down outside!
Injury Prevention: Using a dog bed can help reduce the chances of "furniture hazards," such as your dog
jumping off the couch; which is often your pooch's favorite place to lie, espec
especially
ially when you are away.
Protection from the Elements: Providing a cozy, warm bed for a dog that spends most of her time outdoors is
critical. The Indoor/Outdoor Bed is tough, water repellent and can be used inside or out. Easy to clean, this
bed is also specifically treated to eliminate mold, fungus, or other outdoor hazards, which may affect your
dog.
How to measure your dog for a bed: Different dogs sleep in different positions, as humans do. The best way
to make sure you are ordering the correct size dog bed is by measuring your dog in her favorite laying
position and adding five inches. If you cannot measure, your dog when she is laying down, you can also
measure from the base of the neck to the base of the tail and then add 5 inches.
Spend some tim
timee determining which bed is best suited for your dog, keeping
in mind that this will become a favorite resting place for your pooch!
Unfortunately, low
low-quality
quality dog beds are easily torn and often first to
breakdown
breakdown, never truly offering your dog the benefits of a higher-quality
higher
bed.
There are many good choices out there. Think of the bed as an investment.
Many high
high-quality
quality dog beds will last the lifetime of your dog, and so will
their benefits! (Dog.com)

The perfect Rhodesian Bed….
Bed….with
with their owners.
(I have
ve to admit, if I don’t feel my two at night, next to me, I cannot sleep).
When I was younger my parents tried to get me away from my pacifier (Some
have a blanket or a toy, I had my dogs)
dogs),, and decided that they were going let
my dogs be dogs and sleep outside.
side. When everyone was asleep, I took my
blankets and pillow, snuck out, and went to sleep outside with them. I was
found several hours later
later; on the verandah, surrounded by my dogs,
dogs asleep!
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Building a Strong Bond With Your Dog by PamelaDW
http://www.squidoo.com/building-a-strong-bond-with-your-dog

Don't Just Train Your Dog. Strengthen Your Bond.
Instead of trying to "dominate" your dog, nurture your relationship. You'll find your dog paying more
attention, listening better, and you'll have more fun.
I've loved dogs since I was a child. Back then, "experts" taught us that we had to bend dogs to our
wills. Back then, we didn't know any better.
But thanks to insightful trainers and the wise counsel of my dogs Agatha, Christie, Shadow, and
now Honey, I've learned that there is a better way to be with our dogs.
Hopefully you want more from your dog than just "sit," "stay," and "come." You want a relationship.
I'm going to share some tools to help you build that lifelong bond with your dog. And that just might
improve your chance of getting a reliable "sit," "stay," and "come" at the same time.

What Does It Mean to Bond With Your Dog?
Signs That You're in Tune With Each Other
What does it look like when you and your dog have a strong bond?
Your dog looks to you for protection.
Your dog wonders what you're going to do next.
Your dog prefers you to many other "distractions."
You understand what motivates your dog.
Having a strong bond does not mean your dog can do everything you want her to. Some dogs, for
instance, will never be 100% trustworthy off leash.
But if you really understand what motivates your dog, you'll know not to expect what she can't
deliver.

RSS: Something Wagging This Way Comes
An Amateur's Musings on Dogs and Their People
Check out my blog!
Puppy Puffery: Decoding Dog Adoption Descriptions
Wordless Wednesday ? A Girl and her Ball
Nurturing is Sexy!
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Building a Bond Every Day
10 Guidelines for Creating a Good Relationship With Your Dog
Building a strong bond with your dog is about so much more than practicing a specific technique or
method. It's about the way you interact throughout the day.
Here are 10 principles to keep in mind if you want to improve your relationship with your dog:
1) You should be the most exciting part of your dog's life. Easier with some dogs than others, this is
what we should all be working toward.
2) Your dog needs physical exercise appropriate to his size and condition every day.
3) Mental stimulation is as important to your dog as physical exercise.
4) Try to spend time with your dog every day focused solely on her. Sorry, taking her for a walk
while you're talking on your cell phone doesn't count.
5) Observe your dog to discover what's unique about him. Don't assume, based on his breed or
other dogs you've known, that you know what he truly enjoys.
6) Give yourself and your dog time to build a relationship. Dogs with traumatic pasts may take
longer to form a bond with you. And some dogs are more independent than others.
7) Nail clipping and grooming can build your bond just as much as playing fetch.
8) Food is too important to a dog not to use feeding time as a chance to build your bond.
9) Barking is not the only way your dog communicates. Start paying attention to body language.
Your dog does.
10) Don't go crazy paying attention to a bunch of guidelines. Once you set the intention of improving
your bond, you'll see that it starts happening.

Inspirational Books for Bonding with Your Dog
These books were revolutionary to me in the way they talked about the canine-human bond. After
years of thinking I only had to figure out how to train my dogs, I was amazed to realize I could
expect so much more. And that my dog's behavior would also improve if I paid more attention to
building our bond.
Bones Would Rain from the Sky: Deepening Our Relationships with Dogs
by: Suzanne Clothier
Helping people see the world from a dog's perspective.
Amazon Price: $8.44 (as of 12/29/2011)
Bonding with Your Dog: A Trainer's Secrets for Building a Better Relationship
by: Victoria Schade
Practical tips for enriching your dog's life and building a bond.
Amazon Price: $5.98 (as of 12/29/2011)
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The Other End of the Leash: Why We Do What We Do Around Dogs
by: Patricia B. McConnell
Explaining how dogs interpret our behavior.
Amazon Price: $8.95 (as of 12/29/2011)

Feeding Time
Building a Bond While Feeding Your Dog
Feeding time is the highlight of the day for most dogs. If you have a food-motivated dog, you're in
luck. You have some great ways of building your bond.
Here are a few methods I've used:
Hand Feeding
Hand feeding really builds trust with your dog and is a great way of teaching him to look to you for
good things.
Measure out your dog's daily food ration and feed it to him throughout the day. Be careful, however,
that you don't mistakenly teach him to jump all over you to get food. You want to be sure your dog is
at least calm if not sitting before you give him a morsel.
By the way, hand feeding is one of the techniques some service dog training programs promote.
Pups in training get pieces of their kibble ration throughout the day as rewards for following
directions.
Food Toys
I love food toys!
They're fun. They provide mental stimulation. And they prevent your dog from eating too fast (which
can lead to the potentially life-threatening condition called bloat).
When my dog Honey was a puppy, we started by putting her kibble into a small soda bottle. We'd
stand it on its opening to make things easy. When Honey knocked it over, she'd eat the kibble that
fell out.
As she grew older we made it harder by buying her a Premier Tug-A-Jug which required her to
manipulate a string in the opening to get kibble to come out. We're also fond of the Kong Wobbler
which is a weighted toy that tips over to spill food out of a small opening.
After breakfast, Honey is quite tired and always takes a short nap.
If you feed soft food, stuffable toys, like the Kong products, work great. You can even make them
up and freeze them in advance to make your dog work a little harder for her food.
Snacks When You Leave
We don't give Honey many snacks throughout the day. But she always gets one when we leave her
alone at home.
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Low calorie snacks like carrots or apple pieces make Honey quite happy to see the backs of us
when we go off to work in the morning.
Do you have any unusual ways of feeding your dog to increase her fun or improve your bond? If so,
please share in the comments. I'd love to see what others have tried.

Favorite Food Toys
Have Fun Feeding Your Dog While Building Your Bond
These are some of my (and Honey's) favorite feeding toys.
Premier Busy Buddy Tug-A-Jug, Medium/Large
Amazon Price: $13.99 (as of 12/29/2011)
KONG Classic Kong Dog Toy, Large, Red
Amazon Price: $5.63 (as of 12/29/2011)
Kong Wobbler Dog Toy
Amazon Price: $8.49 (as of 12/29/2011)
Nina Ottosson Wooden Dog, Brick
Amazon Price: $47.95 (as of 12/29/2011)

How is the Bond With Your Dog?
We build a relationship with our dog over time. We start with learning about each other and move
forward over time.
How is Your Bond With Your Dog?
We aren't in sync at all.
We've only just begun.
Things are good but they could be better.
We understand each other.
We're soulmates.

Sweet Notes
Songs to Sing to Your Dog
Many of us can't help but sing to our dogs. Those sweet furry faces just bring a song to our lips.
Here are some of my favorite dog songs.
Price: $ 0.99
Genre: Pop
Track
The Puppy Song
The Dog Song
D-O-G
I Love My Dog

Artist
Harry Nilsson
Nellie McKay
Justin Roberts
Cat Stevens

Snuggle Puppy
Everything Reminds Me of My Dog

Eric Stoltz
Jane Siberry

Album
Harry Nilsson: Greatest Hits
Get Away from Me
Not Naptime
On the Road to Find Out (Box
Set)
Philadelphia Chickens
Bound By the Beauty
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Bond on Your Walk

It's About More Than Checking P-Mail
When you bring a little imagination to your walks, you'll find the bond with your dog grows
immeasurably. To humans, walking the dog is about exercise and elimination. But to a dog, a walk
is about exploring the world by nose and about stimulating the brain. And you are the provider of all
those exciting experiences. Here's how your walk can grow your friendship: Let your dog choose
the way. Have you ever seen someone walking their dog around the block as if on a forced march?
Have you been that person? Remember, the walk is for your dog. It's not to circle the block as
quickly as possible. So why not let your dog choose the route? Stop for frequent sniffer breaks.
Allow your dog to decide when to turn left or right. And walk a little faster when your dog picks up
the pace. Plan surprises. Your walk can comprise more than just walking. What other things does
your dog like to do? Fetch? Tug? Then add them to your walk as well. You don't have to add a
bundle of toys to the clean up bags, leash, and treats you're already carrying. Use found objects-pine cones, sticks, soft branches, and fallen apples make great toys. Play hide and seek. If your
dog is trustworthy off leash, improve your recall while having fun. While he's off exploring with his
nose, sneak off to hide behind a tree. If your dog doesn't notice you're missing right away, call out
to him and reward him when he finds you. Do this often enough and you'll find your dog pays more
attention to you than ever. Walks are how you and your dog explore the world together. Walks
are very important to dogs. If you want to be important to your dog, make sure walks are important
to you too.

Make Your Walks Easier and More Fun
A Few Tools to Check Out
You can't bond on your walk if your dog is pulling your arm out of your socket. Training can help.
But there are humane and helpful tools available to help you in the meantime.
Easy Walk Harness, Medium/Large, Black
The Easy Walk Harness is the humane way to keep your dog from pulling on a walk. The leash
attaches to a ring on the chest. If your dog pulls, the front attachment causes him to be
redirected to the side. Different from conventional harnesses which encourage pulling more than
preventing it. Available in sizes from small to large.
Amazon Price: $15.55 (as of 12/29/2011)
Gentle Leader Quick Release Head Collar Large Red
The Gentle Leader Head Collar is a little harder for many dogs to accept than the Easy Walk
Harness. Start out by introducing it with yummy treats.
The good news is that it works well to
prevent many dogs from pulling and it allows your dog to eat, drink, or bark while he's wearing it.
Amazon Price: $8.50 (as of 12/29/2011)
Hamilton 1" x 6' Burgundy Leather Training Dog Lead
If your dog walks nicely by your side or if you're committed to teaching him on a regular collar, you'll
enjoy your work more with a high quality leash. A leather leash softens over time and conforms
to your hand.
Amazon Price: $18.45 (as of 12/29/2011)
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Dog Kidney Disease (Canine Kidney Disease)
Signs and Symptoms
Kidney disease is a common and serious condition that affects many dogs. In fact, kidney disease is one of the
leading causes of death for older dogs. This disease can manifest itself in two forms -- acute or chronic. While
the acute form occurs quickly and suddenly, the chronic form begins slowly and progresses with time. Kidney
disease basically refers to a loss of approximately seventy-five percent of normal kidney function. These
organs act as the body's filtration system, so when they cease to work properly toxins and waste products
begin to build up in the blood. This then leads to a variety of problems and, eventually, to death.
As a dog's kidneys lose their ability to function properly and toxins begin to build up in the canine's body, a
number of symptoms and warning signs will likely become apparent. Depending on whether your dog is
suffering from acute or chronic kidney disease, a different set of symptoms may be displayed. For the acute
form of this condition, symptoms may appear more suddenly. A dog suffering from this type of kidney
disease can suffer from Dog Dehydration.
(Dehydration in dogs is a serious condition and without prompt Veterinarian treatment, your dog could die
within 18-24 hours after dehydration occurs and faster if your dog is experiencing Dog vomiting or has Dog
diarrhea. Fluid is essential to every organ and muscle in your dog’s body. In fact 90% of your dog’s weight is
water and losing even 10% of that fluid causes severe dehydration. It is therefore, important for you to know
what causes dehydration, how to prevent it and the best way to treat it. Having this knowledge may save your
pet’s life.

Causes of Dehydration
While most recorded cases of severe dehydration in dogs occurs mostly during the summer months, the fact is
that your dog can become dehydrated at any time of the year. The main cause of dehydration is that your dog
is taking in less fluid than he is losing.
This occurs when:
 Your dog takes in less liquid than he loses during panting or urinating.
 He has diarrhea
 Vomiting
 Bacterial infections
Under the right conditions, even the most well cared for dog can become dehydrated. Dehydration can occur
so quickly that the owner may not even realize what is happening until the dog is in serious trouble. Being
aware of the signs of dehydration in your pet may help you to counteract it before it is too late and your dog
is in serious trouble.

Signs of Dehydration:
Loss of skin elasticity. When your dog loses some of the fluid necessary to his health his skin becomes less
elastic. One way to check your dog’s skin elasticity is to gently lift the skin near his shoulders and pull it up
as far as it will go and then release it. If it does not immediately snap back into place then he is dehydrated
and you need to take steps to give him the fluid he needs. Check your dog’s gums. Checking your dog’s gums
is another way to ensure that your dog is hydrated. Gently push on your dogs gum until it turns white and
then release it, if the gum takes a long time to become red again or if his gums feel sticky then dehydration is
taking place. As dehydration progresses you may see signs of lethargy, depression, and sunken eyes. If you
see any of these last three signs and a check on your dogs gums or skin elasticity does indicate dehydration
seek veterinarian care immediately.
Always make sure that your dog has access to clean, fresh drinking water to avoid dehydration.
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Prevention and Treatment
The best treatment for dehydration in dogs is prevention. Make sure that there is always plenty of fresh water
available for your dog to drink and that he is indeed drinking it. If your dog seems reluctant to drink water or
seems to drink too little, then mix unflavored Pedialyte into your dog’s drinking water to help replace the
nutrients.
Keep in mind however, that any dehydration is serious for your dog and you must seek professional medical
treatment for your dog in order to determine and treat the cause of the dehydration as well as the dehydration
itself.)
In addition, significantly reduced urine production or no urine production at all can also be warning signs that
your pet is a victim of acute kidney disease. Finally, since this disease can lead to painful kidneys, some dogs
may move with stiff legs or an arched back.
In cases of chronic kidney disease, other symptoms may be present. Changes in appetite are common, with
many dogs losing their desire to eat and going off their food. This will then often lead to weight loss.
Increased thirst and water consumption are also symptoms frequently exhibited by dogs with this condition,
and many times these are the first warning signs to appear. Increased and frequent urination often occur, and a
dog may begin to lose control of its bladder. Furthermore, blood will sometimes appear in an afflicted dog's
urine and urination maybe painful or, in occasional cases, impossible. Many dogs with this condition also
begin to vomit and become depressed and lethargic. Since canine kidney disease is serious and can be deadly,
it's extremely important to alert your veterinarian as soon as you notice any of the above symptoms or
warning signs. If caught quickly, it may be possible to gain some measure of control over the disease,
increasing your dog's quality of life and length of life.

Diagnosis
When a case of canine kidney disease is suspected, a veterinarian will follow four steps in order to confirm a
diagnosis of this condition. First, the practitioner will conduct a thorough physical exam. Secondly, the
veterinary doctor will want to speak to you, as a pet owner, about your dog's relevant history and regarding
the behaviors and symptoms, you have observed at home. After completing these first two steps, the
veterinarian will then conduct two tests, a urinary test and a blood test. Both of these tests are necessary, as
conducting one without the other will lead to a less certain diagnosis.
The urine test, or urinalysis, involves the procurement of a urine sample from the canine patient in order to
test its concentration. When a dog is suffering from kidney disease, its urine becomes more dilute. Therefore,
the veterinarian will measure the urine sample's Specific Gravity, a measurement that compares the
concentration of the urine to that of distilled water. Urine from a dog afflicted with kidney disease usually has
a concentration quite close to that of distilled water. In addition, elevated levels of protein or sugar may be
present in a urine sample from a dog with kidney disease, and blood and bacteria may be as well.
By conducting a blood test, a veterinarian can measure the levels of toxins and waste products present in the
canine patient's blood. Higher than normal levels of such substances are typically present in dogs with kidney
disease. As this disease progresses, the amount of such toxins in the blood will increase until they reach
critical levels. Two chemicals that veterinarians most commonly test for under such circumstances are blood
urea nitrogen and creatinine. Often, veterinary doctors can test for these chemicals in their own clinic.
However, if this is not the case, blood samples can be sent out to a larger animal hospital for testing. By
following these four steps of examination, a veterinarian will be able to confidently confirm a diagnosis of
kidney disease in an afflicted dog.
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Pathophysiology
Finding out that your beloved pet is suffering from kidney disease can be very upsetting and stressful. Many
times, pet owners won't really understand what is happening to their dog on a physiological level. Having
some general knowledge about kidney function and dysfunction can be of help when trying to comprehend
what is going on and when trying to care for your pet in the best possible way.
The part of the kidney that carries out most of the organ's tasks and functions is the nephron. The nephron is
made up of a collection of microscopic tubes, capillary beds, and cell membranes. Nephrons, and kidneys as a
whole, are responsible for numerous vital physiological tasks. One responsibility involved in the function of a
dog's kidneys is the regulation of blood osmotic pressure. In other words, the kidneys are in charge of keeping
blood concentration within healthy limits by regulating the different types of solids in the blood and the
amounts in which allowed solids are present. The kidneys are also charged with controlling the acidity or pH
levels of the blood. Thus, these organs regulate the acid-base balance in the blood by causing either the
retention or elimination of ions such as bicarbonate, ammonium, and potassium. Another vital task carried out
by healthy kidneys is providing a waste filtration system for the body. The kidneys are responsible for
removing toxins, foreign substances, and waste products.
When kidney cells are damaged or wear out, the remaining cells have to compensate by working harder than
normal. In cases of chronic kidney disease, where the disease develops slowly, this compensation can be
occurring long before any symptoms of the disease are displayed by your pet. Eventually, however, kidney
function will decrease to the point where nearly two-thirds of proper function is lost. This is the point when
signs and symptoms of kidney disease tend to become apparent. By this stage, the responsibilities listed above
are no longer being taken care of. Waste products and toxins are not sufficiently removed from the blood and
vital concentrations and balances are no longer maintained. The impact of such a lack of function can be very
unpleasant for your dog and, if not addressed, can quickly become deadly.

Causes
Dog kidney disease can be caused by a variety of different factors or triggers. The sudden form of this
condition, acute kidney disease, can be caused by various forms of trauma and blood loss. It can also be
triggered by toxins such as antifreeze and by certain antibiotics known as aminoglycoside antibiotics. Chronic
kidney disease, which progresses more slowly, can be caused by numerous factors and conditions, including
the normal wear and tear that comes with old age. In addition, this type of kidney disease can result from
congenital defects or abnormalities. In such cases, a dog's kidneys may have an abnormal structure and this
can lead to improper function and kidney disease, often relatively early in life.
Infections, such as bacterial and fungal infections, can also cause kidney disease in dogs. These types of
infections can cause damage to the tissues of many organs in the body, including the kidneys. This then
impairs the ability of the kidneys to work properly and carry out their vital responsibilities. Blockages of urine
flow in the form of bladder stones and Dog Kidney Stones can also damage the kidneys and lead to kidney
disease. Other potential causes of this condition include cancer, immune diseases, hypertension, and both
internal and external toxins.

(Kidney Stones in Dogs
Kidney stones in dogs, or Nephrolithiasis, are characterized by the presence of stones, or renal calculi. The
urinary system is responsible for removing liquid wastes from the dog’s body, and since a percentage of the
mineral wastes are only a little soluble, crystals might form. When it takes a prolonged time for the crystals to
move through the urinary system, interaction might occur, and kidney stones can then be formed.

Kidney Stone Causes
There are many different kinds of stones that can be found in dogs and cats. Usually, each stone type has its
very own cause:
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Kidney stones successfully removed from an elderly dog.
 Genetic abnormalities
 Certain supplements or Dog Diet
 Preexisting kidney infection or Dog Urinary Tract Infections
 Specific medication usage
Although kidney stones can form in any dog, there is a slightly higher chance
for females to get them, and most of time, the dog is middle aged when they
present.
Kidney stones are often the result of concentrated urine and urine retention.

Signs of Kidney Stones
Pain in the abdomen
Urinary tract infections that return

Dog Swollen Abdomen
Blood present when urinating

Dog Vomiting

Some dogs might exhibit no symptoms at all, and often when pain is present in the abdomen, it is due to a
concurrent urinary tract infection. If dogs have a very severe infection of the kidneys, Dog Kidney Disease or
have kidney failure, they might be seriously sick. )

Treatment
Kidney disease can be difficult to treat and is usually impossible to cure. This is due to the fact that seventyfive percent of normal kidney function is already
lost when most diagnoses are made. Moreover,
once the kidney's tissues and cells are damaged,
they often cannot be repaired. However, there are
a number of ways available to help your pet live as
close to a normal life as possible and to extend the
length of his or her life. Most importantly, these
treatment options can increase your dog's comfort.
In some of the most severe cases, a kidney
transplant may be required in order to give your
dog a chance at an extended and more comfortable
life. However, this course of treatment is only
undertaken in rare cases. In more common cases,
treatment may consist of a number of factors
including hospitalization, medication, and fluid
therapy. Diet is also a vital aspect of treating
kidney disease. A veterinarian will likely suggest
certain dietary changes that will decrease or
increase certain minerals and vitamins. For
example, restricting the salt intake of your dog can be helpful when treating this condition. Furthermore, if
your dog is suffering from kidney disease, it's important to make sure that he or she has access to plenty of
fresh water at all times. In addition to these treatment factors, homeopathic remedies can be of great benefit
for dogs with this disease. Products consisting of natural herbs and substances can relieve the troublesome
and irritating symptoms of this condition, reducing stress and discomfort. Some such products can also help
your dog to overcome and prevent kidney infections. Natural ingredients such as cinnamon bark,
marshmallow, wild hydrangea, and many others promote kidney health by reducing inflammation, soothing
irritation, protecting against harmful bacteria and infections, and by reducing the buildup of potentially
dangerous substances. Before employing any of the above courses of treatment, however, consultation with a
veterinarian is always imperative.
(Petwellbeing.com)
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Giving Thanks
How Nduna Malaika came into my life….. A little over three

years ago, I had to make the daunting decision of putting
one of my dogs down. We went for a walk and his legs got
stuck in a squat position. I took him to the vet and they
found he had lung cancer which spread to his spine. There
were no other signs. I tried to keep him with me for as long
as I could. I made the decision to euthanasia because I
needed him to leave with dignity. A couple of months later,
I had to put my other dog down, due to bone cancer. When
my first dog went, I got my Rhodesian, Inkozosana
Sibongile. When my second dog went, I decided to take my
time and look around. I wanted another Rhodesian, but he
would find me, it would be one that would win my heart.
I spoke to various breeders, met different puppies, but there was no sparkle. I would wait until the
summer, and maybe go home to Zimbabwe and bring one back. Having had 21 dogs and a gazillion
other animals at a stage in my life, one dog was not enough. My heart needed another.
I spoke with a Rhodesian breeder and her dog was due to have puppies, but would not be ready until
June. I could wait. I had time to get Inkozosana through classes, save for another dog.
May 4th, 2009 I received an email saying,
“Dear Stephanie,
How would you like a pup next week? :-)
I have just had a cancellation for a male pup…..”
He had bad teeth and his buyers didn’t want him. They wanted a perfect
dog, show dog.
I jumped to the opportunity and May 8th, I picked him up from the airport,
held him and whispered his name, Nduna Malaika. He was the littlest
Rhodesian puppy I had ever seen. Big ears and so quiet. I took him home
to meet his new family. He hid. They hid. After he peed and I put food for
him which he didn’t eat, I lay with him on my chest and I slept with him
there the whole night so he could feel and hear my heart beat. He wasn’t
alone. His mum was there.
My little frog boy
The next morning I noticed there was blood in his pee and would not eat.
He was lethargic and very un-puppy like. My puppy was sick. I took him to the vet and they ran tests.
His white blood cells were sky high, he was anemic; he was a very sick puppy. He had a bad and
worsening infection in his already weak 16 pound body. The vet and his team said to me, “we not
sure he will make it, we cannot pin point where the infection is, and what is causing it, it is getting
worse. He has a heart murmur and just be prepared; he doesn’t stand a chance of surviving.”
I called the breeder and she advised me to send him back. I couldn’t. This was my baby, he needed
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me, he arrived on May 8th, my birthday. This was the Rhodesian I wanted. I couldn’t send him back;
he would die alone on the aeroplane.
After many agonizing weeks,
leading into months of vet visits,
cleaning his penis out 3 times a
day to get rid of the pus build up
and pump him full of antibiotics,
making him meals that I even
drooled, he very slowly went
from “doesn’t stand a chance of
surviving”, to improving and
finally today I am proud to say,
my baby boy, Nduna Malaika is
a few months shy of 3 years old,
he weighs 110 pounds, very
possessive over me and I him.
He is the gentlest darkest bright
red Rhodesian that makes my
heart scream happy sounds. Dinner time I still have to hand feed him the first couple of pieces of
meat and vegetables and won’t eat until this happens, he doesn't like junk food, and like his food
arranged on his plate, not slopped inside, still has home cooked meals and bedtime we spoon and
every night I tell him, “Barbs, mummy loves you”. Barbs, because I carried him around like my
Barbie doll.
Mom’s boy

He is the dog I waited for,
the dog I wanted, the dog
that would be mine, the dog
I needed. I am not sure what
human parent and child love
is, but I can tell you what it
is to be a dog parent and
love a dog. I love mine with
all my heart.
At the 2011 fun fall day, when
I saw Nduna run, I teared up.
My baby boy, not only is a
beautiful, but is an amazing
dog. I did a good job. People
that know us and see us, ask
whether his umbilical cord has
been cut from me, we are still
attached. Would I do this

again? Most

Nduna Malaika, My Chief Angel

definitely!
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Holiday Season Reminders
This is generally a very busy time in veterinary emergency rooms across the country. The most common
incidents are:
1. Hit by car - Many people get busy during the holidays and instead of taking their dog for a walk they let
them go out without a leash to do their "business". It's also a little colder out and some pet parents don't want
to go out themselves. But instead of staying in the yard, their dog darts off. Even the most well-behaved dogs
can "make a run for it," especially during the hustle and bustle of the holidays. The humans don't think their
dog will need a leash but this is a mistake that often leads to very sad situations. Their dog darts off to play
with another dog, chases another animal or runs around playing when suddenly a car hits the dog. (Many
more drivers are on the roads during the holidays and they are sometimes more distracted than normal.)
Please keep your dog on a leash to prevent this kind of tragedy.
2. Electrocution - All the extra wires, lights and tree lights around the home lead to wires and extensions
cords in different places. That's awfully attractive for a curious dog who likes to nibble on things. Dogs that
play with and chew on these wires can become electrocuted. The effects are quite sudden and severe; I read
about a puppy last year who barely survived an electrocution, and several more that did not. Keep electrical
cords hidden and invest in rugs or special guards to hide wires.
3. Getting into the trash - At many homes dogs can either get into the trash, whine their way into a snack of
human food, or steal it off of plates and platters. These foods can make your dog sick and can even be
dangerous. At minimum, many human foods will cause vomiting and diarrhea. More extreme problems can
include a condition called pancreatitis (One of the previous newsletters covers this). Some dogs will eat
things that they can't digest, which can require surgery
4. Tree related accidents - Many homes have a beautiful holiday tree that is full of potential danger. Some
dogs knock over the tree (I've seen soft tissue damage and fractures), biting and chewing glass ornaments
(causing lacerations on the paw pad or in the mouth) or even worse - eating presents. Some of the presents
under the tree look like toys. They might even smell intriguing to a curious dog. What is inside can be
dangerous, but so can the wrapping. Ingestion of the ribbon on the packages can cause a life threatening
bowel obstruction. (Peteducation.com)
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Please feel free to contact any of the following people for:
CBARRC Membership questions:
Lynn Quinney, Secretary
quinneyzoo1@comcast.net
CBARRC Events:
Trent Prange, President
Carrie Ellington, Vice President
The CBARRC Website
Steve Christiansen
stevebc3@verizon.net
CBARRC newsletter questions or submissions:
Stephanie Matulich, CBARRC Member
stephanie_matulich@yahoo.com

Love your hounds
"He hath a share of man's intelligence, but no share of man's falsehood."
- Sir Walter Scott-
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